
Purpose: To provide Stanford Medicine a method to repurpose N95 masks for re-use

COVID-19 N95 COLLECTION PROGRAM
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There is a critical national shortage of N95 masks impacting Stanford Medicine.

Due to manufacturing and supply chain disruptions, along with spike in need globally, all N95 masks  
are critically short. A thorough review was completed by various expert groups: CEPD, EH&S, IPCD,  
OHS operations, Professional Practice, Quality, and Supply Chain. Stanford has identified alternative  
methods of maintaining the N95 mask supply via reprocessing.

An FDA approved and CDPH recommended method has been identified to provide an N95 mask  
reprocessing and distribution back to use service. Stanford, LPCH, and VC will benefit from this new  
supply line.

• Collect used N95 masks in designated bins
• EVS to collect masks in collection bins to transport  

to supply chain
• To ensure success of the program, masks will need to be

free of make-up

1. Doff mask per your patient encounter process: outside of patient  
room: anteroom or other designated doffing spot.

2. Walk to designated bin (next page has location markers).
3. Open bin with foot pedal.
4. Place mask in designated receptacle on your unit. ONLY N95

mask goes in bin (no gloves, gowns, surgical masks, garbage,
etc).

5. Perform hand hygiene.

Scan for video  
on how to  

repurpose N95  
and perform a  

seal check

Click 
here 
for  

video

No gloves gowns, surgical masks, garbage, etc

Click here for FDA Emergency Preparedness site

CLINICAL CHANGE:
For masks to be reprocessed, they cannot be visibly soiled with blood, dirt, or make-up  

Prior to patient care
1. Obtain new N95 mask per current PPE procurement guidelines.
2. Verify mask has site code labeled prior to donning.
3. Perform seal check prior to entering any patient room.

After patient care
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https://cdnapisec.kaltura.com/p/2550282/sp/255028200/embedIframeJs/uiconf_id/44123452/partner_id/2550282?iframeembed=true&amp;playerId=kaltura_player&amp;entry_id=0_gf0m8fv9&amp;flashvars%5BstreamerType%5D=auto&amp;amp;flashvars%5BlocalizationCode%5D&amp;amp;flashvars%5BleadWithHTML5%5D=true&amp;amp;flashvars
https://www.fda.gov/emergency-preparedness-and-response/mcm-legal-regulatory-and-policy-framework/emergency-use-authorization#covidppe
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FAQ
1. What is the processing method?

a. The N95 masks will be re-processed using, FDA approved, vaporized hydrogen peroxide  (VHP). 
This method provides safe and effective decontamination of the masks, and is  commonly 
used to sterilize medical devices within our own facility. The process involves filling  a chamber 
with hydrogen peroxide vapor, contacting and exposing surfaces of the respirator,  followed by 
an aeration cycle to remove the vapor and ensure that the respirators aredry.

1. https://www.n95decon.org/
2. Click here for discussion surrounding safety and efficacy of Hydrogen Peroxide Vapor  

process (starts at 00:46 min. VHP process information and ends at 1:06)
3. Click here for link to vendor (Battelle) information

2. How are the masks marked?
a. Masks are marked by Supply Chain prior to being distributed to the unit parlevels
b. Click here for Mask OPL

3. How will I know my mask has been reprocessed?
a. Mask will have a mark from the vendor:

4. Where will I drop the mask off for reprocessing?
a. Location and bins varies based on units. Image of appropriate collection bin below:

5. How are different groups involved in the process?
a. Staff:

1. Ensure mask is pre-marked prior to donning
2. Doffing: Place ALL used N95, including PUI’s and patients + with COVID-19, in  

appropriate collection bins
b. EVS:

1. Ensure proper collection of used N95 masks
2. Replenishment of bins

c. Supply Chain:
1. Pre-mark new masks prior to distribution
2. Distribute marked masks and reprocessed N95 masks
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https://www.n95decon.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=55XHNwtElrw&amp;feature=youtu.be
https://www.battelle.org/inb/battelle-critical-care-decontamination-system-for-covid19
https://shcconnect.stanfordmed.org/shcnews/COVID-19/Documents/COVID-19%20OPL-Mask%20Marking%20Process.pdf
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